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Correct assessment of HER2 status is essential for managing patients with invasive
breast cancer, but few data are available on the accuracy of laboratories performing HER2
testing by immunohistochemistry (IHC).
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Objective: To review the results of the 2014-2017 Center-Southern Italy HER2 Survey.
DESIGN: The HER2 survey was designed for laboratories performing immunohistochemical
staining and interpretation for HER2 and used routine slides of different HER “2+” invasive
breast carcinomas. All cases were also analyzed by DDSISH. All participants performed
immunostaining for HER2 using the laboratory’s standard procedures. Each participant
center interpreted the stained slides and returned results to the coordinator center for
data analysis. This survey included 41 laboratories from Center-South Italy.
Results: 28/41 (68%) centers carried out “correct” HER2 IHC determinations. On the
contrary 13/41 (32%) centers obtained concordance values lower than 90%.

Conclusion: Performance of laboratories dealing with HER2 IHC determinations in
breast invasive carcinoma in this survey was good.

Introduction
In recent years many efforts have been made aiming to ensure
the efficiency of each pathology lab in HER2 IHC determination in
breast and in gastric cancer [1-6]. The most important antibody
manufacturers have certainly tried to provide excellent quality
standards and the specificity/sensitivity results of the single
antibody clones are well known. However, despite all the efforts
made by the scientific community, many years after the discovery
of the role of HER2 in breast cancer, and 15 years after the
clinical use of trastuzumab in patients with overexpression and/
or amplification of HER2, it frequently happens that oncologists
request a second opinion for Her2-status determinations on coreneedle-biopsies or surgical specimens.

The reason why this happens is usually because the reviewing
pathologist works in a hospital with a larger number of cases
of breast cancer or the initial results appear discordant to the
oncologist. In our experience second opinions are most often
requested on HER2 status determinations performed by small or
private laboratories. Being aware that each laboratory (regardless
of its annual number of cases and /or geographical location) works
to the best of its ability, with this study we wanted to “virtually”
recreate what happens in our daily practice to evaluate if the need
for a second opinion of HER2 status is really determined by the
poor performance of peripheral laboratories.
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Materials and Methods
41 Central-Southern Italy pathology laboratories joined the
project, the one in Policlinico A. Gemelli being appointed as the
reference laboratory. All the participating centers were divided
into homogeneous groups by ensuring that each had at least one
center with an average number of 150 cases per year. Each center
was asked to select two cases with a given score (2+ amplified and
2+ not amplified sec. 2013 ASCO/CAP guidelines6) and to prepare
three blank sections to be sent to the other members of the group.
Three additional sections were required to be sent to the coordinating center. The project was launched in November 2014 and was
completed by May 2017. Slides were dispatched by ordinary mail
or courier. Each center was asked to stain the slides received and to
assign a score using both the scoring system applied before the release of the ASCO/CAP Guidelines6, and the new criteria contained
in them. Each center was also asked to complete a first questionnaire asking for information such as laboratory methods used for
the immunohistochemical determination of HER2 (antibody type,
platform, ISH).A second questionnaire was administered asking for
the number of each HER2 score (0, 1+, 2+, 3+, ISH Amplified/Not
amplified) observed respectively in the 12 months before and after
the publication of the ASCO/CAP Guidelines.

Results

Most slides arrived at destination undamaged, therefore each
center could perform the staining and evaluate the HER2 status.
Each center received the slides from the other centers belonging to
the same group. No mandatory instructions were given as to how
to do the staining runs, that is there was no obligation to make a
single staining run on all received slides. As recommended, each lab
carried out the staining as it could, with its own timing and without
interfering with the routine diagnostic activities carried out by the
lab. We emphasize this point because this is what happens in real
lab-life when “external” cases are sent to counseling (not all arrive
at the same time, and not all are immune stained in the same run).

The slides sent to the Policlinico Gemelli laboratory (referring
center) were immune stained with 4B5 antibody, while for
determining the HER2 amplification status the DDSISH method
was adopted. Each center was requested to send the results via
email to the coordinating centers for the data analysis. Importantly,
this study was given a practical profile, especially as regards the
concordance analyses given that the aim was to evaluate accuracy of
HER2 status HER2 determination only in relation to the therapeutic
approach. If a case sent as 2+ not amplified was scored 1+ or 0 by the
other centers belonging to the group, no consideration was given to
possible immune stain discordances (since the case was not eligible
for therapy).It is known that this approach may annoy the “purists”
of immunohistochemical determinations, however, the Her2 status
of breast cancer represents undoubtedly a dichotomous (negative/
positive) category in the oncologist’s decision making process.
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During the central review of cases the primary goal purpose
was to find out possible discrepancies between the scores assigned
by the participating centers and the results obtained by repeating
tests at the referring center and to see whether these discordances
could impact therapeutic plans. This situation occurred only in
one case that had been sent with a score of “2+ Not Amplified” and
finally turned out to be a 2+ Amplified score by SISH. Clinicians were
promptly informed, and the patient was enrolled for treatment
with TrastuzumAb without the initial wrong determination being
harmful to the patient’s treatment plan. In the light of what above
said, and with respect to the results generated by the data analysis
we should underline that regardless of the antibody that was used,
28/41 centers carried out “correct” HER2 determinations. On the
contrary 13/41 centers have obtained concordance values lower
than 90%. For each center that did not reach acceptable levels of
concordance with the reference scores we analyzed the results
identifying the specific problems.
We believe that this approach adds value to this interregional
analysis since the direct knowledge of participants and the easy

of communication among them could eliminate all barriers. We
all worked on an equal footing with the aim of improving our
own performance and consequently the quality of the HER2
immunohistochemical determination without the need to seek a
“primus inter pares”. Of all laboratories getting low performance
values we will discuss only the one with the lowest value. From our
data analysis it came out that of the 10 slides that were to be scored,
the laboratory in question stained and correctly identified the HER2
status only in 6 cases. When interviewing the lab pathologists,
we learnt that they were aware of the low performance in HER2
IHC determination and that they have already informed the head
physician as well as to the administrative office of the problem.

However, due to a number of reasons, among which internal
bureaucratic delays, there had been no possibility to change the
existing antibody supply with another one with a more proven
reliability. The analysis of concordance performed on the other
participating centers enabled us to point out the underlying reasons
(analytical, pre-analytical or post-analytical) for the mistakes that
were found. As mentioned above, each center was also asked to
provide the overall positivity and negativity HER2 data in order
to assess whether the 2013 ASCO/CAP guidelines had a real
impact on the daily lab procedures. The review period went from
November 2012 to October 2015 and a total of 16231HER2 status
determinations were analyzed (Table 1). A further demonstration
that the goal of the 2013 ASCO/CAP guidelines had been achieved
was given by the fact that during the period following the release
of the new guidelines, the overall number of patients eligible for
therapy [(2+ Amp) + (3+)] increased from 15 to 18 percent (Figure
1 and Table 1). From a purely numerical point of view as many
as 204 extra patients could benefit from a targeted therapeutic
treatment (with Trastuzumab) in the Italian regions that were
enrolled in this survey.
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Figure 1.
Table 1.
Score

Nov2012/Oct2013

Nov2013/Oct2014

Nov2014/Oct2015

o

42%

38%

37%

2+

17%

21%

21%

1+

31%

30%

29%

Score

3+

Nov2012/Oct2013

10%

Nov2013/Oct2014

12%

Nov2014/Oct2015

Amplified

24%

24%

26%

Conclusion

After the release of the ASCO/CAP 2013 guidelines there have
been many reports aiming at highlighting the apparent “inaccuracies” and contributing to properly define the various diagnostic
categories. It is well known that the goal of the new ASCO/CAP
guidelines was not to “lose” patients who are potentially eligible
for treatment with Trastuzumab by lowering the positivity thresholds. Based on this analysis conducted on most labs in Southern and
Central Italy, we can conclude that if the goal of the 2013 ASCO/
CAP guidelines was to be able to recruit new patients, at least the
Italian centers that were surveyed achieved it. We mean to extend
this experience to other centers in the near future, as it allows to attain more and more the “precision pathology” goal, which does not
mean not making any mistake at all, but rather trying to minimize
the number of possible errors for the sake of patients.
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